Sept 2013

General Managers Report by Steve Lee
Dear Growers,
The 2013 harvest is beginning to wind
down and the focus for most growers
has turned to the 2014 crop.
Most growers in the Northern Rivers are
nervously monitoring for Lacebug and
spraying where necessary. This little bug
has come to prominence over the last
few seasons and when undetected in
orchards can decimate flowers and
destroy what would otherwise have
been a good nutset.
The withholding period for insecticides
used has resulted in some growers
taking a break from harvesting which
will hopefully see a little more crop
delivered during September and
October.

in the first year of operation in the new
factory, they are now the 2nd largest
processor of NIS in Australia behind
MPC and is the largest processor in
QLD.
Our marketing company MMI
produced a profit of $335k, it is the
largest marketer of macadamia kernel
worldwide with an anticipated
turnover for the 2013 year of almost
$90 million.
He also commented on the impact of
the new receivals system and changes
in the drying process on producing
significant improvements in the
already high quality of kernel
produced by MPC. This is covered in
greater detail below.

are now delivering more volume and
achieving significantly better returns to
farm. Far too often NIS prices are still
used to benchmark processor offers,
when total $ returned to farm is really
the true representation of your crop’s
value.

Dividend
Our shareholders received a pleasant
surprise in August with a $0.25/share
dividend (fully franked). The payment of
the dividend is a direct return on your
investment in shares and isn’t linked to
NIS payments. With continued strong
company performances and the
payment of dividends, interest in
purchasing MPC shares is continuing to
grow.

The combined influence of our
companies on the world industry is
significant in balancing supply and
demand along with providing stability
and reliability in kernel pricing which
in turn flows through to our growers in
2012 in summary
payments for NIS and dividends and
At the AGM last month, chairman Chris not to 3rd party owners. We are 100%
Ford reported that MPC posted a pre
focused on making macadamia
tax profit of $1.74 million. When the
growers more profitable.
combined results of MPC’s 2 joint
Our final price for 2012 was $3.25 which
venture companies are included the
included a $0.15 /kg final payment for
pre tax profit is $2.05 million for the
every kg of NIS delivered to the factory
financial year ended 31 March 2013.
during 2012.

These achievements have not been by
accident - they are part of our long term
investment and strategy to expand and
stabilize the macadamia industry. To do
this we need our growers to be
profitable.

CNA produced a pre tax profit of $601k With our new receivals system, growers

There had to be a better way to add

With the Australian crop looking a little
smaller than forecast, any additional
kernel MPC can secure will help support
our customers and their product lines.

Improving your profitability
At MPC we recognized a long time ago
that the historical bidding wars for NIS
were partly to blame for the instability
created in the kernel markets.
Ultimately this led to periods of low
unsustainable prices for our growers.
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value to our growers, so we set about
reducing your on farm costs through our
initiatives such as our buying group for
crop inputs, our receivals system, full
dehusking services and in 2013 a freight
subsidy. All these initiatives have been
done with the focus on quality, the
quality consumers expect when they
bite into a macadamia kernel and
experience the crunch, the texture and
full flavour of a fresh macadamia kernel.

the tree.

To mitigate against these two issues we
developed a project that would address
both simultaneously - a $4.45M
investment in the largest macadamia
drying system in the world.

When the research so clearly identifies
how critical on farm practices can be it
seems strange as an industry we’ve
developed systems where processors
MPC was successful in obtaining a
forced growers to hold product on farm,
$1.484 million Clean Technology Food
to sort NIS (often repeatedly) all at the
and Foundries Investment Program
expense of product taste and shelf life.
grant through AusIndustry to fund
With the benefit of hindsight I’m sure
major energy efficient upgrades and
the industry would have approached
expansion to the factory’s NIS drying
systems.
Improving consumers experience things differently. It is obvious that to
have all 700+ Australian macadamia
The project will generate estimated
We’ve all read a lot of scientific research growers invest in on-farm systems
annual savings of $810,000 through
on macadamia handling, storage and
capable of storing NIS under ideal
reduced energy consumption and a
quality. There’s a whole library full of it
conditions is virtually impossible. The
reduced need for off site NIS storage.
on the AMS website, the AMS journals
real question is why haven’t processors
and various other publications. I think
Stage one of the project involved
stepped up to take control sooner?
it’s fair to say that as an industry we’ve
modifying our internal NIS drying room.
Transferring these processes (and
excelled at initiating some very good
This is where the final drying of NIS
control) to the factory adds cost and
research work but our track record for
occurs, just prior to cracking. This part of
complexity to the processor, but it
implementation hasn’t been as good.
the project was completed prior to the
reduces costs on-farm, reduces kernel
start of the 2013 season and we are now
Perhaps it’s been the complexity of
losses born by the grower through
drying 450t per week to 3% moisture
implementation that is the barrier - just sorting and silo degradation, but most
content only using a temperature of
importantly, it protects the quality of the
38°C. We are already seeing significant
kernel. The flavour and shelf life is
energy savings from this project and
maximized and ultimately the consumer
quality benefits.
gets a better experience.
Stage two: We have just commenced
The solution sounds simple - let growers
construction of a new energy efficient
do what they do best, focus on crop
NIS drying room with the capacity to
Levy funded research (MC97011) by
production and deliver the crop as
store and dry 1,500t of NIS. The new
Tim Kowitz and Richard Mason at the
quickly as possible; in fact it’s
drying room will be completed for use in
University of Queensland identified the recommended in the AMS fact sheets to
the 2014 season.
importance of drying conditions.
do this.
Both drying facilities are insulated to
So what has MPC done to address
This included temperature, relative
prevent heat loss through the drying
these problems?
humidity, air speeds and ambient conprocess. A Relative Humidity (RH)
ditions on kernel quality.
Our new Receivals system has reduced control system is used to monitor the
on-farm sorting and reduced the time
condition of air in the room to ensure
When the macadamia nut drops from
maximum efficiency and allow for
the tree, its moisture content may be as between harvest and delivery.
precise control of kernel moisture
high as 22-25%.
But it’s not just about installing NIS
content. This system ensures energy
colour
sorters,
it’s
our
overall
processing
High moisture contents will lead to
wastage does not occur from overcapability.
Over
the
last
6
years
MPC
has
fungal growth, reduction in shelf life,
drying.
invested
in
the
latest
kernel
colour
increased germination and increased
sorters.
Combined
with
well
developed
The thermal energy for both drying
brown centering, all contributing to
process
control
and
reduced
factory
systems will come from a hot water
higher reject levels, reduced product
losses,
we’ve
got
a
system
that
is
not
boiler fuelled by macadamia shell (a
quality and lower prices to the grower.
only cost efficient but quality focused.
renewable fuel source). It will replace the
The damaging effects of high moisture Our kernel doesn’t just look good, it
current less efficient direct fired (LPG)
content begin as soon as the nut falls;
tastes great and has good shelf life as
systems. When complete the project will
so harvesting and drying should comwell.
reduce the carbon emissions of our NIS
drying systems by 99.6%.
how to exercise best practice and quality Drying system upgrades
control through the supply chain from
Grower benefits from all of MPC’s
Drying and carefully storing
“paddock to plate”?
changes:
macadamias is one of the most
The message from research seems to be important steps in maintaining kernel
 Allows growers more time for
pretty clear - the optimum quality of
harvesting during periods of fine
quality and energy is one of the biggest
nuts is when they have just fallen from
weather (which were a rarity in the
costs in processing.

AMS Fact sheet 2 –
Drying Macadamia
NIS on farm
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early part of the season) as they are
not sorting while they could be
harvesting
 Reduced sorting labour costs on
farm
 Reduced electricity costs by not
running silo fans
 Reduced NIS losses on-farm
 Reduced storage time on-farm
 Low incidence of brown centres.
Processor/customer benefits:
 Critical control during the period of
high moisture content.
 Centralized investment allowing for
better utilization and better process
control

conducted a consumer sensory study
which had the following objectives:
1) To understand the PV level at which
macadamias become unacceptable to
the consumer and to then place a
commercial value on that loss.

How is MPC Performing?
Figure 1 shows Premium kernel
Peroxide Value (PV) test results from
MPC for the last 4 seasons.

Based on the research, MPC is
producing product of better shelf life
2) To understand which sensory
and better consumer acceptance now
attributes add the most value to
as a result of growers delivering
macadamia nuts - taste, aroma, texture quickly and our processing and drying
and freshness.
changes. Over time this higher quality
The results (in the box below) are clear— will allow MPC and MMI to extract
consumers can taste the difference and more value from your crop.
this effects their willingness to purchase The trend seems clear. Despite difficult
our product.
years in terms of rainfall, harvesting
and ‘physical’ quality disorders, the PV
characteristics of kernel: the indicator

 Lower drying costs

Value by
by Season
Season
MPC Peroxide
Peroxide Value

 Improved kernel shelf life.

Current AMS industry
recommended limit

3.50

 Lower Kernel Peroxide Values (PV)

Ultimately it’s consumers perception
of the value of macadamia kernel that
matters. Consumers are paying
premium prices for our product and
they rightly want a premium eating
experience.
While the industry has used PV as an
indicator of shelf life and taste / flavour,
there has never been a consumer study
to establish what consumers find
acceptable (or unacceptable) to help
underpin the Premium branding
strategy.

Peroxide Value meq.

3.00

How does quality impact on
Consumers?

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.00
0.50

0.00

2010

2011

2012

2013

Season

Figure 1. MPC Peroxide Value test results for the past 4 seasons. All Years are
much lower than the AMS industry recommended limit. Despite difficult
growing and harvesting conditions in 2012 and 2013 Peroxide Values have

Over the last 12 months the AMS
Australian Macadamias Consumer Sensory Research Results:
• Consumers demonstrated a willingness to pay more for product with PV of less than 1
• Releasing macadamia nuts with a PV level of 3 or more is likely to negatively impact uptake and volume related to
repeat purchase among all consumer groups
• The potential commercial retail loss of selling kernel with a PV level greater than 3 compared with kernel of PV less than
1 is $11.3 million per annum. This is based on a 21% drop in intention to purchase and a total volume of 1,921,453
kilograms at an average of $28 per kilogram.
• The most prudent approach would be to avoid releasing nuts on to the market with a PV level higher than 1. Adoption
of packaging that sustains this level of product freshness until consumption is critical
• The millions of dollars invested by our industry in superior growing, harvesting and processing techniques have seen
our product quality rise above that of other growing nations. It is crucial we continue to invest in this way to ensure we
maintain and improve product quality, uphold our reputation as the source of choice for macadamias, and avoid
unnecessary and significant financial loss
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Above and below -Key excerpt’s from the Australian Macadamias Consumer Sensory Research Executive summary
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of quality that matters to consumers,
has improved.
Our recommendations to growers is
clear: The time for growers to
protect the kernel is while it’s in the
field. Look after your crop on the tree,
control pests and diseases, harvest
frequently and deliver quickly. MPC
want to take responsibility for the
quality of the kernel after harvest,
that’s where our expertise lies, it’s
what we do best and it’s what sets us
apart from our competitors.
Our customers will taste the
difference.

Marketing Report
By Larry McHugh
The growth of MMI
Macadamia Marketing International
(MMI) was established in 2011 to sell
the kernel produced by CNA and MPC
and to help solve some of the
problems that have caused price
instability over many years. Over the
last two years MMI has grown to be
the largest marketer of macadamia
kernel in the world, with 2013 turnover
expected to approach $90 million with
projected kernel sales of
approximately 6000t. To put this in
perspective, the total Australian kernel
crop in 2013 is expected to be around
9000t of kernel.

deletion or removal of products leads
to an oversupply of macadamias,
which causes macadamia kernel prices
to plummet. When prices plummet
many macadamia products have
already been removed from the shelf,
demand is low and prices remain low
until enough companies launch new
products or build their old products
back up again. The cycle then begins
all over again. This problem has been
made worse by the large number of
people selling macadamia kernel
without any real growth plan for the
industry.
MMI’s plan since its inception has been
to focus on supplying customers with
enough high quality kernel at
relatively stable prices to support the
ongoing growth of their products.
Growth of our customers’ products
means ongoing demand which in turn
provides stability to growers.

In old style supply chains kernel was
sold to a trader, who then sold it to a
manufacturer who then sold it to a
retailer and who then sold it to a
consumer. This meant that companies
like MMI were insulated from what
consumers and retailers were thinking
and doing. We were totally unaware
when retail sales starting dipping
dramatically and so did not react. In a
new style supply chain MMI deals
directly with the retailer. This short
supply chain allows MMI to directly
receive the retailer’s feedback on sales
and react quickly to changing market
conditions. The retailer has the ability
to increase or reduce sales and they
also have the ability to introduce new
There are many reasons why the
macadamia products to drive short
industry has experienced price
and long term growth. The direct
instability in the past but at the heart
of the problem has been the industry’s contact allows MMI to discuss the
inability to provide a constant supply
of kernel at stable prices to customers
so they can develop markets. The
tendency has been for the industry to
dramatically increase kernel prices
when supply is short and sell to the
highest bidder; at the same time
removing kernel from companies who
are developing markets. The net result
of this has been companies deleting or
removing macadamia products from
sale. This happens because the
companies are unable to get supply or
because they can’t make any money at
the new unexpectedly high prices. The

increasing world supply with retailers
and how we can assist them to expand
their macadamia range and
distribution. The other advantage is
that it removes many unnecessary
expenses from the supply chain.
MMI (and in the past IML) has a history
of opening new markets and assisting
in getting new products to market.
Recently our customers have loved
MMI’s offering of good quality kernel
at stable prices and in volumes that
allow their products to grow, however
the limiting factor for MMI has been
the small growth of the Australian
crop (Figure 2). In comparison the
world crop is growing rapidly (Figure
3) and is projected to continue. To
ensure a future of stable prices the
macadamia industry requires orderly
growth. For orderly growth to occur
the industry needs to plan its market
development based on future crop
sizes. MMI has the ability to develop
the required new markets but it needs
access to kernel from the growth areas
to realize this opportunity. For this
reason MMI is now working with
processors from Kenya and South
Africa to develop high value long term
markets capable of utilizing multi
origin supply. Part of the process is to
also ensure that the quality of their
product matches consumers’
expectations. In so doing we will
ensure ongoing demand for our
product, maintain markets and allow
price stability.
Outlook
The outlook for macadamias is very
good. The demand for NIS from China
has meant that kernel supply across
the world has increased at a moderate
pace, helping market prices remain

Figure 2. Australian crop production since 2006-2013. Source: Australian Macadamia
Society.
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Figure 3. World macadamia kernel production and projected production. Source: Australian Macadamia Society

firm. China remains an attractive and
viable market for NIS but there is a
need to maintain a balance between
NIS and kernel sales if we are to
achieve our goal of price stability.

combined MPC/NSW DPI insect
management field day at Victoria Park
Plantations.

 Diazinon® is a good control option
for lace bug before flowers open.
Growers heard the latest on Lace Bug
Once flowers are open, Trichlorfon
and Fruit Spotting Bug (FSB) research,
(Lepidex®) should be used
how to monitor for these pests, chemical
control options available and how to get  Trichlorfon is best sprayed at night
the best from an existing sprayer,
when bees are not foraging. Ensure
especially when trying to spray tall trees.
you use a pH modifier like LI700® to
avoid alkaline hydrolysis

There is great potential for the
macadamia industry now and into the
future. Recent consumer research in a
number of countries found that the
language used by consumers to
describe macadamias was very
Key messages from the field day
emotive, which shows the affinity they
 There has been increasing levels of
have for the product.
insect damage seen in consignments
Retailers want to increase their sales of
 Most damage is ‘blind stings’ from
macadamias as they provide good
FSB (late season damage) that
returns to them and form part of the
cannot be removed as nut in shell
booming nut category; all we need to
(NIS). This makes control in the field
do is supply the correct quality of
the number one way to reduce the
product at viable and stable prices.
problem
To take advantage of the
 Nuts with visible insect damage on
opportunities, the macadamia
the shell often have undamaged
industry needs to ensure orderly
kernel inside. Trying to correct the
growth of the markets – this will
problem through sorting will only
deliver price stability and the
reduce your income for the season
opportunity to increase prices paid to
growers for their product – this is the
Lace Bug
key goal of MMI.
 You need to start monitoring early in

Insect Management
Field Day
By Kevin Quinlan
More than 130 growers attended the
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 Lace bug can feed on flowers, small
nutlets and shoots

the season for lace bug activity, as
numbers build up quickly and can
damage flowers at any stage of
development
 The threshold level of damage for
control is very low

 If you or a neighbour has bee hives in
the orchard, you should notify the
bee keeper (or neighbour) of your
intention to spray and work together
to ensure a satisfactory outcome for
all parties.

Fruit Spotting Bug (FSB)
 You need to monitor from flowering
onwards for FSB
 There is a low threshold level of
damage before controls are applied
as one FSB can feed on many nuts
 Nuts stung by FSB drop to the
ground until mid-late November.
After this period any damaged nuts
stay in the trees

 FSB can feed on nuts with hardened
shells. The damage does not show
on the shell and is called “blind
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Processor insect damage levels
Figure 4 shows the percentage of
consignments with greater than 2%
insect damage. Since 2005 there has
been an increase in the number of
consignments delivered with over 2%

Figure 5 shows nuts with visible shell
damage from FSB and the kernel from
those nuts. Over 70% of the kernel is
saleable product — If all of these nuts
were removed during sorting, this
would equate to lost revenue to a
grower.

Percentage of Consignments Greater than 2% Insect damage
20%

Reject
%
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%
6%
7%
8%

18%

Percentage of Consignments

and produce 10T of NIS. Our factory
results show we have 8% insect damage.
For the year we have lost $7,030 in
potential revenue. From information
gathered, it is late season damage and
you are considering if another spray late
in the season is valuable. The spray will
cost you $500 for the chemical and
running costs of machinery. Looking at

16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Lost Revenue
$/Tonne
$88
$176
$264
$351
$439
$527
$615
$703

Lost Revenue
10T farm
$880
$1760
$2640
$3510
$4390
$5270
$6150
$7030

Table 1. Reject Kernel recovery
Percentages and lost revenue per tonne

Year

Figure 4. Percentage of consignments received with over 2% insect damage.

The best way to deal with insect
damage is to prevent its occurrence.

insect damage.
There are many factors in the increase in
levels of insect damage delivered, but
the main cause is a lack of control in the
orchard of the pest. High levels of insect
damage in a delivery reflect a loss in
revenue for a grower and removal of
the problem on the sorting table is
extremely difficult as most damage
reaching MPC is blind stings that have
occurred late in the season. Blind stings
are where FSB has fed through the shell
and damaged the kernel, with no visible
sign of damage on the shell.
A large number of nuts that have visible
shell damage have saleable kernel
inside.

a)

the table, we can see that you would
only need to reduce the insect damage
by 1% to make it economically
worthwhile treating.

In this example the benefit is greater
No one will achieve 100% control and
than cost.
the level of damage tolerable will vary
from grower to grower. Table 1 shows
Lace Bug Research
the lost value for different levels of insect
Craig Maddox from NSW DPI provided
damage.
an update on the latest lace bug
Using this table you can determine your research.
threshold level – what will you accept as
Lace Bug is becoming an increasing
your loss? One way to use this table is to
problem in NSW orchards, both in the
determine the cost of applying a
Northern area and the Mid North Coast.
chemical control and finding out what
There are two main species of Lace bug
level of reduction you need to achieve
present - Ulonemia concava and
to make it worthwhile spraying.
Ulonemia decoris.
Example – We have 5ha of macadamias
The second of these, Ulonemia decoris is
more common.
Lace bug has a very short life cycle. It

b)

c)

Figure 5. a) Nut in Shell with Visible Fruit Spotting Bug damage to the shell. b) Saleable kernel recovered from the nut in shell
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takes 12-19 days for a lace bug to go
florets can be caused by other insects
from egg to adult, and adults can live for and/or other factors (eg frost).
up to 6 months.
Screening of insecticides has been
carried out. A number have been found
to be effective against Lace Bug and this
has led to permits being issued for
All stages of the insect can cause
Diazinon® and Trichlorfon (Lepidex®)
damage. Females can lay large numbers (Table 2).
of eggs, with a laboratory study finding
There is other chemistry that has
that 21 eggs were laid in 6 days. This
potential and the data on their
rapid growth rate and strong
effectiveness has been provided to the
reproductive capacity make this a pest
chemical companies so they can pursue
that can cause severe damage in short
registration.
period of time.
From Table 2, you can see that Diazinon
The adults can remain over winter on
and Lepidex have been effective in
the bark of the trees until next season
controlling Lace Bug.
when flowers are present.
Diazinon is toxic to bees and the permit
Currently the research team are working
specifies the spray must be applied
on a guide for pest consultants and
when bees are not foraging and are not
growers to use to identify the different
going to forage for 3 days. Lepidex must
species of nymphs present. This will
be used at night also when bees are not
assist in determining if new species
foraging.
become evident or if there is a change in
the species found.
The best options for use of these
chemicals are:
The most recognisable signs of damage
are damaged tips of flower racemes or
Diazanon – used before flowers open
dead florets. When examined under a
due to the toxicity to bees. It will give
10x magnifying lens you can see the
excellent control and provide residual
nymphs or adults on the flowers, or the control for at least 7 days.
cast skins from the insects when they
Lepidex – the best control option
moult.
available when flowers are open and
It is imperative you examine flowers for you need to spray. It will give excellent
the presence of Lace Bugs as dead
knockdown results but without the
residual control and hence the low
Treatment
Rate
Average % toxicity to bees.
ml/L

mortality

Unsprayed

20

Lepidex 500

2.0

100

Chemical 1

1.0

100

Chemical 1

0.75

89

Sufloxaflor

1.0

100

Chemical 2

1.0

100

Stealth
Lannate
Diazinon

1.0
2.0
1.25

97
100
100

Table 2. Macadamia lace bug field
mortality trials CTH Alstonville
5/9/2012. 5 trees per plot 10 infested
racemes per tree examined.

effective at controlling a range of insects
and is comparatively cheap, however;
the overuse of Beta-cyfluthrin can cause
minor pests to become problems (such
as broad mites and thrips feeding on
new shoots). If you need to apply a
control for these pests, you need to
consider whether the “cheapness” of
Beta-cyfluthrin was really apparent
compared to using a more costly
insecticide in the first place.

Spray coverage
The research on controlling Lace bug
has shown that good coverage is
essential to achieving control. Lace bug
is a flower pest and needs good
coverage to achieve good control.
Often this is best achieved by using high
volume spraying.

Fruit Spotting Bug Research
Ruth Huwer from NSW DPI provided an
update on FSB research.
FSB has a 6 week lifecycle and adults can
live for a long time, with caged insects
having been found to live for 6 months.

FSB are very hard to see, being arboreal
insects and they prefer the tops of trees.
They are usually dispersed throughout
the tree canopy and not in clutches. FSB
are very mobile; adults fly into the
orchard and from tree to tree, while
nymphs walk around in search of food
(nutlets). A single feeding mark can spoil
a nut and an adult or a nymph can
damage many nuts in a short period of
Any grower who has beehives present in time.
their orchard or on a neighbours
Research work has found that FSB use
property in close proximity should
contact the bee keeper to advise of the chemicals produced in the flowers of
need to spray and discuss with the bee macadamias as a cue to move to
macadamia orchards. Adults fly into the
keeper (or neighbour) how they can
work together
to satisfy both
FSB colonisation and control
parties.
Is the cheapest
option the
best?
Craig outlined
why BetaCyfluthrin
(Bulldock®)
should only be
used 2 times in a
season. This
product is very

July Aug Sep Oct

Nov Dec Jan

Feb

Mar

Preflowering
Peak
flowering
Nut set
Premature
nut drop
Nut
growth
Monitoring
Timing for
control

Figure 6. FSB colonisation and control periods for macadamia.
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orchard and lay eggs with successive
generations breeding up in the orchard.
As a result monitoring needs to be
undertaken from flowering right
through until the end of oil
accumulation in February/March. The
varieties you have will also dictate the
timing of applications, with it being
found that thinner shelled varieties are
preferred by FSB over thicker shelled
varieties for feeding on late in the
season. Figure 6 shows nut
development, monitoring and control
windows.

Late season damage experiments pest problems you didn’t have by
Ruth outlined experiments revealed the
types of damage and when it occurred
due to FSB.

continually using the same active
ingredient.

For the experiment they had caged FSB
and nuts at different stages of
development. They then examined the
nuts for damage at each stage and
recorded the results. Table 3 shows the
results for the experiment. There are a
number of important points from these
experiments:

Chemical control – the research team is
currently evaluating new chemical
control options. These have been
provided by the chemical
manufacturers. There are 2 compounds
that look promising and could fit well
into a macadamia IPM program. The
results have been given to the chemical

Current and future research

% Nuts with
% Nuts with
% Nuts with
% Nuts with
Month Shell Damage Kernel Damage Shell Damage Kernel Damage
Var 246
Var 246
Var A4
Var A4
Monitoring is a critical part of
management and involves cutting fallen
Dec
50
50
16.7
100
nutlets early in the season for damage.
Jan
0
33
25
50
Later in the season you need to monitor
Feb
0
0
0
20
for adults in the orchard combined with
Mar
0
0
0
20
the previous season’s factory results for
Apr
0
0
0
0
insect damage to determine if control is
Table 3. Late season FSB caged feeding results.
required. This is necessary because
companies to assist them in applying for
 FSB can feed on nuts
registrations through the APVMA. They
FSB adults in hedge
at any stage of
are also planning to evaluate new
80
FSB in orchard
development, even when
compounds when provided by the
the shell has hardened.
manufacturers.
60
 The amount of visible
Monitoring – Due to the difficulty
damage decreases later
monitoring late season insect activity (as
in the season. Late
40
nuts do not fall to the orchard floor) an
season damage is
alternative method is needed. This
referred to as “blind
where a lure comes in. So far a lure for
20
stings because there are
Banana Spotting Bug (found in QLD) has
no visible symptoms on
been developed and is being tested.
the shell yet the kernel is
0
This lure is attached to a sticky trap and
damaged.
then examined weekly to see the levels
 Visible shell damage of insect activity. The next step is to trial
this trap in the field. At the same time a
Figure 7. Trap Hedge and Orchard
Date FSB activity for CTH does not always translate
lure for FSB is being refined and will
into
kernel
damage.
Alstonville.
hopefully be available for testing in
 The thinner shelled the 2015.
damaged nuts do not fall (generally
variety; the more prone it is to late
from mid-late November onwards).
Biological control – currently NSW DPI
season damage.
is working with BioResources (Richard
Other useful tools for monitoring are
Llewellyn) on the development of bio trap hedges of plants that are known
Control Options
control options for FSB. Currently they
FSB hosts.
There are a number of registered control are releasing Anastatus in orchards
options available for FSB and your
For example Murraya paniculata is a
which feeds on FSB eggs. This research is
known host of FSB. Generally the
choice depends on a number of factors: in the early stages but is showing some
population of FSB peaks in the hedge
cost, availability of the product, other
promise.
and then drops prior to peaking in an
pests present, other chemicals used or
orchard. By tracking FSB activity in the
planned, time of season and application Monitoring for Insect Pests
hedge you can use this information to
method.
Jarah Coates provided information on
assist in your orchard monitoring
monitoring for the different pests we
The
general
rule
is
not
to
use
any
more
program. Figure 7 below is an example
encounter.
than
two
consecutive
sprays
of
the
one
of Murraya and orchard numbers for FSB
at the NSW DPI research station at
product in a season. This is to avoid
Lacebug
Alstonville.
resistance and to avoid stirring up other

.
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Numbers of FSB collected

Monitoring
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Lace bug is becoming an increasingly
common pest in the Northern Rivers and
Mid-North Coast of NSW. It can be
present anytime flowering occurs in the
orchard.

orchard.

damage as larger nut can take time to
drop.

Fruit Spotting Bug

Each season presents new challenges
and a good pest monitoring program
will allow for seasonal influences, block
To monitor for this pest you need a 10x variations, varietal differences, hot spots
Jarah suggested you need to start
monitoring from May when early season magnification lense and a knife to cut
and past history to determine what
open nutlets.
flowers are present right through until
options to use. Discuss with your insect
the main flowering is complete. To carry Before shell hardening you need to look management consultant the results you
out the monitoring you need at least 10x for damage in fallen nuts – make sure
achieved last season from your factory
magnification as Lace Bug is extremely
reports along with the monitoring
you only collect freshly fallen nuts as
small. The easiest way to look for
results to help guide you this season.
damage in older nuts could be from
damage is to look for racemes with
insects you have already controlled or
damage to the tips (Figure 8). Ensure
Sprayer Optimisation
the marks might be from other causes.
you collect lots of samples and examine Record your monitoring results and
Rob Battaglia from Syngenta presented
these closely as it is easy to miss early
mark ‘hot spots’ (areas of concentrated information on getting the most out of
stage nymphs on flowers.
insect activity) in the orchard.
your sprayer.
You also need to monitor nutlets, and
After shell hardening you need to
The general theory of airblast spraying is
new shoots as Lace Bug can feed on
monitor for live FSB in your orchard and to displace the air in the tree canopy
these also (Figure 9). You should take
sometimes you may find damage on the with air that is laden with spray droplets.
lots of samples and view under
husk. At this point in time monitoring is This theory works very well for trees up
magnification as the pest can be present very difficult as damaged nuts do not fall to about 6m but when we go past this
even when damage is not easily
to the ground. You should target hot
point there is a need to look at other
detected. In older closed canopies,
spot areas first for monitoring and then aspects of the system.
monitor edge rows where flowers are
move across the rest of your orchard.
Rob discussed the importance of nozzle
accessible. Ideally you would remove
Do
not
recheck
within
2
weeks
after
selection. Figure 10 shows the effect of
flowers up in the canopy.
chemical control for FSB (Particularly as different droplet sizes on a range of
Use your historical records of where
nut sizes up) as it is difficult to
factors such as canopy penetration and
hotspots are and monitor these areas
differentiate between old & fresh
drift potential. Every nozzle produces a
first, then move across the rest of the
range of droplet sizes, with the range
preferred for spraying tree crops
between 70-250 microns, (fine-medium
size) as this provides a balance between
achieving good coverage, while
Fruit Spotting is and continues to be a
significant pest of macadamia orchards.

Figure 8. Lacebug damage to the tip of a raceme.

b)

a)
Figure 9. a) Lace bug damage to developing nutlets and b) new shoots.
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Why is droplet size important ?

minimising environmental risks such as
drift.

Droplet Size
Very Fine

Air flow
All air blast sprayers produce a volume
of air that is discharged. This can be
determined by measuring the size of the
fan and the air speed it generates. This
gives you the cubic capacity of the fan. If
you also determine the cubic area of the
tree to be sprayed, you can determine

Fine-Medium

Medium-Coarse

Canopy Penetration

High

Low

Evaporation Risk

High

Low

Drift Potential

High

Low

Coverage / Volume

High

Low

Gravity Effect

Low

High

Figure 10. Effect of droplet size on a range of spraying factors.

The importance of air volume and direction

7

where the

Figure 11. Traditional low profile airblast sprayer with
air leaving the sprayer in all directions. Note where the
bottom and top nozzles are potentially spraying
12

your travel speed to achieve full
displacement. If this travel speed is too
slow, you can look at other options such
as directing the air better into the tree
canopy. Traditional low profile airblast
sprayers direct the air in all directions
(Figure 11)– sidewards and upwards. By
fitting volutes to a sprayer (Figure 12),
the air can be better directed into the
tree canopy to improve coverage.

Other options to improve coverage
include the use of conveyors to direct
the air and spray into the canopy, tower
sprayers using small applicator heads
and fans (e.g. SARDI fans), increasing the
pressure of the applied spray (providing
it with kinetic energy), increasing the fan
blade pitch to move more air, adding a
motor to the sprayer to drive the fan at
higher speed and changing nozzles.
Often a combination of the
modifications are required.

THE NUTSHELL
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Figure 12. Low profile airblast sprayer with volutes fitted to direct
air into the tree canopy and improve coverage.

Figures 15 and 16 show the coverage
achieved by the standard and modified
setup respectively. It is clear in these
David Carr from Silvan provided a
figures the difference that the
sprayer to demonstrate how improved modifications made, in particular the
coverage could be achieved.
addition of solid streams at the top of
The sprayer was tested as supplied from the sprayer gave improved coverage.
the factory and then modified to
Solid streams work by giving the spray
improve coverage.
droplets “energy” by holding them in a
stream so that they can travel further.
To test the sprayer, bunches of nuts
When this stream reaches the set height
were hung on a pole inside the tree
canopy at 1m intervals (Figure 13). This it starts to break up, with the droplets
was to replicate real racemes hanging in spreading out. The solid stream may also
trees. The sprayer was run down the tree shatter to produce smaller droplets
upon contact with leaves, branches and
rows spraying with water and a
fluorescent dye added. After application, nutlets.

Practical
Demonstration

the test bunches of nuts were removed All of these processes are useful in
from inside the canopy and placed
achieving coverage at height from
under a “black light” to see the coverage existing machinery.
achieved.
The standard setup consisted of all
hollow cone nozzles. The modified
setup consisted of removing swirl plates
from the top two nozzles to produce
solid streams, turning off some nozzles
to reduce saturation of the bottom of
the canopy and changing the angle of
the volutes. Figure 14 shows the two
setups used.

Canon nozzles

Other options available are the use of
canon nozzles at the top of the sprayer
to achieve similar results.
Canon nozzles are similar to a garden
hose nozzle that allows adjustment from
a mist to a stream.
Please note that you should consult an
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swirl plates
removed - creating
solid streams
Top Conveyor tilted
upwards

2 nozzles
turned off

Nozzle
turned off

Figure 13. Example of a target in the tree used to check the
effectiveness of the sprayer setup at achieving coverage.

Volute closed as much as
possible and angled up

Figure 14. Sprayer setup: Left hand side has been modified to
improve coverage while right hand side has a standard setup.

TOP – 8M

BOTTOM

STANDARD SETUP –
AVERAGE COVERAGE

Figure 15 (above). Coverage achieved using
the standard setup. Note the lack of coverage
at the top of the tree (8m).

Figure 16 (Right). Coverage achieved
using the modified setup. Note the good
coverage achieved at the top of the tree
(11m).
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TOP – 11M

MODIFIED SETUP –
GOOD COVERAGE
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expert in sprayer setup to ensure you
achieve maximum coverage and reduce
the potential for drift when modifying
your setup. You should also calibrate
your sprayer to ensure you are only
applying the required quantity of liquid

and can adjust your chemical rate
accordingly .

Calibration and Coverage service
Robert Bianco from Rural Buying
Machinery Centre provided an overview
of the coverage and calibration service
they offer to growers. They come to your
farm and check your fan air output,
pump output, nozzle selection and
provide you with a calibration sheet
outlining the setup . This typically costs
$500 for most sprayers.

Conclusion
This field day provided lots of
information on insect management and
how to achieve the best from your
current sprayer to improve coverage.
MPC and NSW DPI thank all our speakers
for the day, Warren Elvery and the team
at Victoria Park for hosting the field day
and David Carr from Silvan Australia for
the sprayer used in the demonstration.
Year

Managing a
mature orchard
- Ross and Trish
Gannon
By Jim Patch
Ross and Trish Gannon own
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and manage an established orchard at
Myocum, about 8km NW of Byron Bay.
The orchard consists of 6,800 trees with
the majority being 24 and 25 years old.

from 27.6° in February to 19.3°C in July,
with an annual average temperature of
23.7°C.

Varieties: The dominant variety is
‘800’ – 1500 trees. Other varieties are :Weather conditions experienced on the
‘A4’ – 1250 trees, ‘A16’ – 1250 trees, ‘344’
orchard are similar to those on the coast
– 1000 trees, ‘741’ – 1000 trees, ‘246’ –
at Byron Bay, with the Byron Bay
300 trees, ‘816’ - 300 trees and ‘A38’ –
lighthouse clearly visible from the top of
200 trees.
the orchard.
Tree Density: The main spacing on the
Ross is an experienced macadamia
farm is 8m x 4m = 312 trees/ha, with the
grower and innovator who is continually
other spacing being 9m x 4m = 278
working on ways to improve his orchard
trees/ ha.
management and crop production. To
date, some of his newly introduced
Like many macadamia farms production
orchard practices are showing good
had been good when the trees were
signs of improving his productivity.
younger and uncrowded, but as trees
matured and canopied over, the yields
Along with his increasing productivity,
began to recede.
he has achieved high total kernel
recoveries from his varieties. His kernel
After a poor crop in 2010, Ross was at a
recoveries this season place him
crossroads - whether to remain a
amongst the best kernel recoveries that macadamia grower or to sell the orchard
MPC has ever seen. The following is just and move on.
a small part of his story.
After careful consideration he decided
he would seek advice to improve the
The orchard
orchard and orchard production – he
The orchard is planted on the rolling hills believed that a productive well
of Myocum, with the exception of the
managed orchard would allow him to
latest planting on low lying flat ground either keep farming or be an attractive
on the southern boundary. Some
proposition to a buyer.
sections of the orchard have slopes that
An orchard review was conducted in
are relatively steep.
2011 by Ross and the team at MPC The soils are shallow ‘podzols’ with
Kevin Quinlan and Jim Patch. The aim
many colour variations and variable
was to critically evaluate the orchard, its
textures. The Soil is not particularly
production history (Table 4) and
fertile but is generally well drained.
develop a timeline of activities to
Rainfall is high with a mean of 1,670mm improve production. The review
indicated even though most of the basic
per annum. July to November are the
building blocks for successful orchard
driest months, with an average
production were in place, there were
combined rainfall of 92.3mm for this
period. The average evaporation in the critical areas that required modifying to
improve production and returns. These
driest months is 2.5mm per day.
were:
Average maximum temperature varies
Total
Production
@10% MC

Production
t/ha

Total
KR
(%)

2006
74.2
3.9
38.6
2007
77.9
3.9
41.0
2008
54.0
2.7
38.7
2009
55.6
2.8
38.8
2010
25.3
1.3
39.5
2011
55.3
2.9
39.7
2012
88.1
4.5
37.8
2013
77.0
3.9
38.0
63.4
3.2
39.0
Ave
Table 4. Yearly production and quality results.

Premium
KR (%)

Commercial
KR (%)

Reject
KR (%)

Insect
damage
KR %

33.1
32.4
33.2
29.8
38.0
33.6
34.4
34.6
33.6

2.2
1.5
4.1
2.7
2.3
3.0
3.4
3.4
2.8

2.8
1.5
4.7
2.9
4.8
3.5
2.5
2.8
3.2

1.5
0.6
2.4
1.7
3.7
2.8
0.5
1.2
1.8
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Year

344

741

800

A Mix

2006

6.6

4.4

4.1

1.4

2007

4.7

3.7

4.0

2.5

2008

4.2

2.5

2.0

2.0

2009

2.4

2.4

2.7

2.2

2010

1.7

1.2

1.2

1.1

2011

4.2

2.1

3.3

0.9

2012

5.3

4.2

2.6

2.1

2013

6.5

3.5

4.3

2.3

Ave.

4.5

3.0

3.0

1.8

Table 5. Production per hectare by
variety.

 Insect management
 Harvesting and shed management
 Nutrition – especially for A variety
trees

Figure 17. Left - canon nozzles used in the modified air blast sprayer set up and
right- modified sprayer in action.

 Surface water management to
prevent soil and nut loss

to apply an average of two applications
of insecticide each season. These
 Canopy management to allow light applications were applied at the end of
penetration through the canopy and October and just before Christmas each
year. Over this period the insect damage
to the orchard floor for production
in many of the consignments continued
and ground cover establishment
to be unacceptably high. Analysis of the
 Improvement in rodent
nut in shell samples at the factory
management near neighbouring
showed that the damage was
scrubby areas
predominately blind stings and couldn’t
be seen on the sorting table. This
Areas for improvement were broken
down into immediate actions that could damage was caused by Fruit Spotting
Bugs (FSB) that were feeding on the
improve returns and those that were
macadamia kernel through hardened
longer term changes. This created in
shell in the period post Christmas.
effect a plan for the future.
The examination of yield information
(Table 5) by variety found that the ‘A’
variety trees were not contributing
enough but Ross “thought that the 344’s
and 741’s were doing pretty well!”.
This made a strategy to improve
production in the A varieties critical. As
the A variety trees were still relatively
small, with open canopies and little
shading on the orchard floor, the focus
was upon nutrition and insect
management.

Insect management
Until the end of 2011 Ross was advised
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Blind stings are impossible to see on the
sorting table and don’t cause the nut to
fall pre-harvest from the tree, making
them impossible to remove post harvest.
Year

October

November

This made control in the field critical.
Consignment results in 2011 had insect
damage as high as 7.7% of reject. To
overcome the problem, the orchard
airblast sprayer was setup with the
assistance of MPC to ensure coverage of
the entire canopy and recalibrated. The
setup required cannon nozzles to be
installed at the top of the sprayer to
allow insecticide to reach the top of the
trees using under pump pressure (the
fan did not have the air volume to carry
the spray to the top of the trees) and a
mixture of jets with and without swirl
plates to completely cover all sections of
the tree canopy from top to bottom.
Figure 17 shows the sprayer setup after
modification.
An additional spray application in mid to

December

2006

January

All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2007
All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2008
All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2009
All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2010
All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2011
All
All
Nil
Nil
Varieties
Varieties
2012
All
All
A varieties
All
Varieties
Varieties
Varieties
only
2013
All
All
A varieties
All
Varieties
Varieties
VarietiesTiming only
Table 6. Insect
Management
Spray Application
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Insect
damage
KR%
1.5
0.6
2.4
1.7
3.7
2.8
0.5
1.2
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Figure 21. Grass regrowth in inter row as a
result of light after ringbarking.

Figure 18. Ground cover achieved in areas as a result of limb removal.

late January was suggested due to the
high levels of blind stings from FSB,
especially in the thinner shelled A
varieties.
Ross decided to spray earlier in the
season to control FSB that was droping
nut and reducing crop potential. The
increased applications at appropriate
times and the sprayer setup produced
significantly improved results. The
following (2012) season had very low
insect damage, with an average for the
season of 0.5% reject KR and 2013
produced 1.2% reject KR. Insect pressure
at the orchard remains high as a result of
the amount of scrub trees on
neighbouring properties but this
reduction in damage levels has meant a
significant increase in revenue for Ross. Figure 19. A ringbarked tree.
Table 6 below shows the spray program
used by Ross.

production. The areas are also much
easier to harvest during wet periods as
the soil does not turn to mud and block
up the pin wheels of his Robmac™
Harvester.
In other areas where trees are now
getting too big for just limb removal to
be effective in getting light down
through the trees, Ross is moving to tree
removal.
He is removing every second tree in
every second row (25% tree removal).
Rather than just cut the trees down, Ross

Pruning
Ross has been using limb removal for
some years as he said that he does not
believe that hedging is good for
macadamia trees and in particular
variety 800.
He has removed limbs from canopied
over sections in some of the steeper
areas in the orchard and has achieved
significant ground cover growth, as
shown in Figure 18 . These areas now
have leaves and nuts growing in the
lower sections of the canopy and Ross
believes they are starting to increase in
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Figure 22. Top worked tree from A16 to
849 by using bark grafting.

Figure 20. A tree that has dropped all its
leaves. Note the light come through.

is using a method of ‘ringbarking’ the
trees to be removed (Figure 19). The aim
is to make the tree accumulate
carbohydrate in the leaves and nuts,
producing a big crop of nuts. The first
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year after ringbarking a large crop is
expected, then the tree will start to drop
all the leaves (over the next year) (Figure
20), progressively allowing more light to
penetrate into the adjacent trees that
will be kept and to the orchard floor
(Figure 21).
Ross expects this process will take
between one and two years as
experienced by other growers in the
area. Fallen leaves are broken up with a
mulching mower/mulcher and organic
matter retained in the orchard. The
woody trees are either chipped or
removed from the orchard and burned.
Ross has found there is far less weight to
handle when carrying out the tree
removal/chipping operation and the
process can take place over a longer
period of time. If the tree is to be burned,
the orchard still gains benefit from the
leaves that have been retained to break
down into humus rich soil.

Top Working

Figure 23. An internal waterway created by removing

draining or other work was undertaken.

establish grass in these areas.

Without large drains to carry the water
and more light reaching the orchard
floor to grow grass, v draining would
mean erosion would still continue.

In late 2012 Ross removed the trees in
the main drainage lines and established
grass in the drains. He has now
removed trees from the water courses
and has re-established the ground cover
(Figure 23).

To assist with the design of the drains,
Gerry Ryan from the Catchment
Management Authority (CMA) was
called in to assist. His advice was to
remove the trees that had been planted
in the main waterways within the

A16’s in one of the steeper areas that
were producing small crops have been
top worked to 849’s.
Ross used the bark grafting method to
produce these converted trees and left a
nurse limb to allow the tree root system
to remain viable. The nurse limb
continued to produce some crop before
removal. The top-working of the trees
has improved the ground cover by
providing a period of full sun to allow
grass growth (Figure 22).

In the 2013/14 season he plans to start
the row ‘vee draining’ in the orchard.
This work will be planted with grass seed
and Japanese millet to re-establish a fast
growing ground cover in time for the
summer storm events which have the
potential to cause significant damage to
newly ‘veed’ sections of the orchard.
It is for erosion risk minimisation
suggested by CMA that only every
second or third row was ‘veed’ at one
time.

Nutrition

Figure 24. Healthy ‘A’ variety trees on

Ross’ nutrition inputs were based on
annual additions of Chicken litter and
macadamia husk compost @ 25-30kg/

orchard
and re-

Water management
Water runoff from heavy rain events has
been a problem in the orchard since the
canopy closed over and the grass died
out.
Ross said that he had lost a lot of crop
and good top soil due to it being
washed away. In the farm review, it was
recommended the main drainage
network be established before any v
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Figure 25. Young trees at the end of the 2013 wet planted on the low
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tree, mineral based fertiliser from
Superior Fertilisers, aglime when
required to maintain pH above 6 and
boron, fulvic acid, magnesium sulphate
and fish emulsion as foliar applications.
During Ross’ farm review it was found
the ‘A’ varieties were not performing
well in production, so the fertiliser rates
have been increased and the results
have been a small increase in their
production in the past two seasons, as
shown in Table 5.
The main block of ‘A’ variety tree is on a
steep north facing slope with generally
poor shallow soil. Ross has also
mounded the rows to provide adequate
soil for root development, has applied
heavy applications of mulch and
ensured good ground cover with grass.
Water management from diversion
drains and some re-mounding has also
helped improve the production of the
‘A’ varieties in this block (Figure 24).

He decided to sell his heavy old
‘NutNabba’ harvester that spent much
of it’s time parked in the shed and
purchased a new Robmac diesel
harvester. Ross said, “This machine has
really improved the way I harvest. I
harvest more frequently even in the wet
and I can even turn the harvester around
within a row”!

which is great. Before this system I used
to throw out a lot of product that I was
“doubtful” about - now we get paid for a
lot more of our crop.

Kernel recovery quality
This is an area in which Ross and Trish
Gannon have done very well during the
2013 season.

MPC Farm Chemical Users
Refresher Course
The 2013 Farm Chemical Users Course
for MPC suppliers will be held in the MPC
Board Room in November.
Details
Date: Thursday 14th November 2013.
Location: MPC Boardroom
Duration: 8.30am—12:30pm
Cost: $125.00 payable to TAFE NSW on
the day.
Bookings are essential to enable TAFE
Wollongbar to mail course materials to
you prior to the day.

Orchard Expansion

In 2007 Ross and Trish decided to
extend their orchard onto land they own Please RSVP to Jodie at MPC reception
on the flat at the southern edge of the
by the 31/9/13 on 02 6624 3900 or email
orchard. This land was considered to be reception@mpcmacs.com.au
low lying ground that became very wet
and frosted and unsuitable for
macadamias.
Spurred on by success he saw in other
locations, Ross thought it was worth a
go and mounded the land to adequately
drain the land and reduce the potential
for water logging of the soil.
The trees are now six years old, in good
health and are producing, as shown in
Figure 25. Ross plans to use a laser
controlled grader to finalise the
drainage of the site which will make
harvesting easier in the next two years
when the trees reach full production.

Harvesting and Shed
Management
Ross knew he had to be able to harvest
more frequently, especially due to the
terrain on his farm.
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Ross says “one of the best things MPC
did was the ‘no need to sort your nuts
heavily system”.
Ross has found the
system works well
for him - “Until it
came in I threw
away at least seven
tonnes of nuts off
the table each year.
Now it is very little.
In 2013 I threw
away four tonnes
which was mostly
product that came
down as a result of
the pre season
storm. “I now spend
more time
harvesting and Trish
spends less time in
the sorting shed,

The Gannon’s orchard has produced

Contact Peter Squire (McLeans Ridges NSW) via email ingalba@bigpond.com
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two relatively large consignments of A4
variety nuts with 50.9% total kernel
recovery with low levels of rejects. They
have averaged 39.4% total kernel

It will be very interesting to see the ‘The
Gannon Orchard’ in another three or
four years when the current project is

Nut Trailer 2.4 x 1.6 x .65m Bill Farrell
construction, powder coated, Hydraulic
Tipping to 52 degrees, excellent
condition $4,000.00

Full dehusking line including receival
bin, dehusker, trommel, sorting table
and silos. Receival bin is brand new and
dehusker has been recently refurbished.
There is also some new wooden field
bins available. Prefer to sell as a package
deal—contact Glen or Caroline Turley
(McLeans Ridges NSW)— Glen 0427 286
946 or Caroline 0402 525 177

Silos for sale
Alstonville Steel 22 tonne silo, good
condition $3000 plus GST
recovery for variety 741’s and 37.9%
total kernel recovery for variety 344
Contact Greg James (Newrybar NSW) on 0427 878 634

consignments. They are to be
completed and to see what new things
congratulated for these outstanding
Ross has started implementing.
results which place them amongst a
very small esteemed group of NSW
CHEP Bins
growers who have achieved such
high total kernel recovery.
Any growers that still have CHEP bins (Blue
plastic bins provided by MPC) on farm for use
Conclusion
during the 2013 season, could you please return
these to Ron at Receivals (or Lee Fewings at
Ross has not waited for a ‘silver
bullet’ to emerge that will solve the Macksville depot) as soon as possible.
problems that arise as his orchard
Please do not return them to any other locations
matures. He has sought sound
as they need to be reconciled here at MPC.
advice, has used his practical
ingenuity and has put in the work
For sale items
to make his mature orchard produce
well. The outcome has not happened
overnight but it now appears that Ross is Harvester Front Runner 2.5m Bill
Farrell construction powder coated,
achieving the results he wants. Ross is
continually looking for ways to maintain small finger wheels (25 spring loaded
Sherwell top mount fan 8 tonne silo,
packs), excellent condition $9,000.00
and improve his productivity.
good condition
Disclaimer
The contents of this publication are subject to copyright and may not be reproduced in any form without written permission
from Macadamia Processing Co. Limited. The publication is intended to provide general information only, and while all care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and accurate, no responsibility or liability is accepted by Macadamia Processing Co. Limited or its staff for any claim which may arise from any person
acting in reliance on the information setout in this publication.
Editorial Policy The editorial committee reserves the right to edit, withhold or reject all material.
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